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Tóm tắt. Trong xu th¸ ph¡t triºn m¤nh m³ cõa cæng ngh» ph¦n m·m nhóng hi»n nay, v§n · tèi ÷u
ph¦n m·m nhóng câ vai trá quan trång. Vi»c ¡nh gi¡ v tèi ÷u ph¦n m·m nhóng trong giai o¤n
thi¸t k¸ em l¤i nhi·u lñi ½ch. Trong b i b¡o n y, chóng tæi ÷a ra ph÷ìng ph¡p mîi tèi ÷u bë nhî
chi¸m döng cõa ph¦n m·m nhóng trong giai o¤n thi¸t k¸ düa tr¶n sp x¸p Tæ-pæ (thù tü Tæ-pæ),
ngæn ngú mi·n x¡c ành (DSL) v cæng ngh» sinh m¢ T4. Méi ch÷ìng tr¼nh ÷ñc °c t£ theo mët
chuéi c¡c t¡c vö v quan h» giúa c¡c t¡c vö. Theo â, ch÷ìng tr¼nh ÷ñc biºu di¹n b¬ng mët ç thà
phö thuëc cõa chuéi t¡c vö. Méi ¿nh trong ç thà biºu di¹n mët t¡c vö, méi t¡c vö gçm c¡c thæng
tin °c t£ nh÷ t¶n, ¦u v o, ¦u ra. Méi c¤nh biºu di¹n sü phö thuëc giúa c¡c t¡c vö. Ch÷ìng tr¼nh
câ thº thüc hi»n theo c¡c thù tü Tæ-pæ kh¡c nhau m khæng l m thay êi k¸t qu£ nh÷ng mùc chi¸m
döng bë nhî cõa ch÷ìng tr¼nh s³ kh¡c nhau tr¶n c¡c thù tü Tæ-pæ. Tø ç thà phö thuëc, chóng tæi
t¼m måi thù tü Tæ-pæ v x¥y düng h m ¡nh gi¡ mùc chi¸m döng bë nhî cõa ch÷ìng tr¼nh theo thù
tü Tæ-pæ º chån chuéi Tæ-pæ câ mùc chi¸m döng bë nhî th§p nh§t.
Abstract. Nowadays, the optimizing embedded software plays an important role in the development
of embedded software technology. The evaluation and optimization of embedded software in the
design phase bring various benefits. In this paper, we propose a new method to optimize the occupied
memory of embedded software in the design phase based on DSL, T4 and Topological sort. A program
is specified as a chain of tasks and the relationship between the tasks. The program is expressed by
the dependence graph as a directed graph. Each node in the directed graph describes a task, which
consists of specification information such as name, input, output. Each edge describes the relationship
between two tasks. The program working by order of tasks in the different Topological orders does
not change the result, but the occupied memory and performances are different. From the dependence
graph, we can find many topological orders, and each of them will have amount of occupied memory
in difference. Therefore, we built a memory evaluation function to find the topological order that has
the smallest amount of occupied memory.
Keywords. Embedded Software, Optimization, DSL  Domain Specific Language, T4  Text Template Transformation Toolkit, Topological Sort, Topological Order, Dependence Graph, Chain of
Tasks.
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INTRODUCTION

In the development of information technology, embedded technology is a very important
technology. The embedded system appears in almost fields of social life. Along to the hardware
technology, embedded software engineering also has been studied and deeply developed. The
embedded devices are limited on CPU, memory space, battery life [2,13]. Thus, the research
on optimizing the embedded software is especially important.
Embedded software optimization is done in the different levels such as the design level, the
source code level, the compiler level and the run-time level [11,14]. Although optimization in
the design phase is a new approach, but it faces many challenges and it brings more benefits
than the behind phase optimization method. This method is often based on the model driven
software engineering. Moreover, software engineering based on DSL and T4 has been widely
developed, especially, in specific domain such as embedded software, embedded systems [12,14].
The advantages of DSL and T4 are flexibility and strong code generation. In this paper, we
propose an occupied memory optimization method for the embedded software based on Topological sort, DSL and T4. We aim the following objectives: modeling the embedded software
and generating the parameters from the model automatically; getting all of Topological orders
from a dependence graph and evaluating the amount of occupied memory, under each Topological order to select the Topological order that occupy the smallest memory. First, we define
a DSL and build the meta-model for modeling the embedded software by a dependence graph.
The dependence graph is a directed graph that consists of a set of tasks and the relationship
among tasks. Second, from this graph, we use the T4 to get information from the model and
transform this information into the mathematical expression of the dependence graph. Then,
we find the different Topological orders. Each Topological order describes the execution order
of tasks. The execution of a program by any Topological orders also reaches the same result
but there are different sizes of occupied memory. Finally, we construct an occupied memory
evaluation function for each Topological order to find the best Topological order.
The rest of paper includes following parts: Section 2  Related work; Section 3  Optimizing the memory of embedded software based on Topological sort; Section 4  Develop
the framework of DSL, T4 and implement the program that supports optimizing; Section 5 
Experimental; Section 6  Conclusion and future work.

2.

RELATED WORK

In recent years, there are few authors using the DSL to design a model of embedded system.
For example, the research [4] defined DSL and developed the framework to specify and design
real-time embedded system. In this paper, [1] the authors also study and develop the DSL for
hardware-software co-design based on FPGA. There are some researches on embedded software
optimization in the design phase such as the research [2,17] on Performance optimization on
mobile trade-off with the battery life time based on model driven engineering. It developed a
DSL, and then used an Eclipse framework to develop mobile software structure, generate the
code simulating the functions and run them to evaluate performance and balance the battery
lifetime. The researchers [3,16] proposed Mobile application optimization based on model
driven engineering and code generation for production lines. According to the approach of
embedded software and embedded system optimization based on DSL, we have proposed two
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optimization methods such as Hardware-software co-design to optimize embedded system in
the design phase based on DSL and Embedded software performance optimization in the
design phase based on DSL [5] and code generation [6]. In these investigations, we defined
two DSL to model and integrated T4 to generate code from models automatically. Their
experimental results are prospective.
On the other hand, although DSL and T4 are applied widely to model and generate code
for software, they can not be applied to optimize embedded software by evaluating the models
directly before. Because it is hard to evaluate performance, memory size, power consumption in
the design phase. Our approach in this paper is to optimize the occupied memory of embedded
software by evaluating the model directly.

3.

OPTIMIZING THE MEMORY OF EMBEDDED SOFTWARE BASED
ON TOPOLOGICAL SORT

3.1.

The dependence graph of embedded software

Normally, the structure of a program has only the function main as an entry point. Other
functions are called from the function main. With the object-oriented programming language,
in order to implement the program executed directly, the program needs to have a single class
that contains the function main declared by public and static. Therefore, we can describe the
program design as a kind of dependent graph, in which the node represents a task, and the
edge represents a relationship between two tasks. Each task will be implemented as a function
in the later phase and it includes name, return type and a parameter list. Tasks are dependent
or independent. Thus, a program is expressed by the dependence graph of task and is defined
by the formalism in Eq. (1).

G = {T, E} with T = {ti |i = 1..N } and E{eij = (ti , tj ); i, j = 1..N },

(1)

where:

• ti

is the node of graph and

•

Each node

ti

•

Each edge

eij

• N
3.2.

eij

is the edge from

ti

to

tj ,

corresponds to a task,
shows that

tj

is only executed when

ti

finishes,

is the number of tasks.

Topological sort on the dependence graph

As described in the previous section, the program includes a set of tasks and it is represented by the dependence graph. With the same set of tasks but different executing order
will affect to the amount of occupied memory and performance. Also from this task set, there
are many different implementations following to the different orders of tasks that satisfy the
dependency graph. These implementations do not change the program execution result. This
is the Topological order on a directed graph. Therefore, from the dependence graph, we can
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find many execution ways of the program and each Topological order presents an execution
way.

3.3.

The memory evaluation function of the Topological order

From the dependence graph, there are many Topological orders presenting the different
execution order of Tasks in the program. Thus, to evaluate the Topological order that has
the best effectiveness of memory usage, we will build the evaluation function that is used to
calculate the amount of occupied memory when the is executed program under the Topological
order. We analyze the process of memory allocation and layout of memory in the program
execution. Figure 1 shows the layout of memory during the program execution. The static
memory space is allocated when the program is loaded from the secondary memory. It contains
the static data and source code. The stack memory space is to store local variables, parameters
for each function. After the function ends, the memory frame allocated for the function is
recovered. The heap memory space contains elements allocated and recovered dynamically
during executing the program. It also contains objects created. With the program that consists
of a main program and sub functions, the process of automatic allocation and automatic release
of memory during the execution time is as shown in Figure 2.
Suppose that the program has
Topological order.

ti

N

tasks and ti denotes for task that has the order

has the returned data type

ri .

ith

in the

And, we also suppose that the program

is not recursive and it is executed sequentially on the single CPU system. When executing

ti ,

local variables and parameters of

be released when

ti

ti

are allocated in the stack memory space and it will

returns. After the task is done, the returned result must be stored in the

local variables of the function main. These variables are allocated in the stack memory when
they are declared and assigned the returned value of the task. These variables are released
when the program finishes. Although the execution time of a task does not depend on the
location of the task, but the resident times of these local variables are different. So in the
different Topological orders, the amounts of memory occupied are also different. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the execution time of each task is a time unit. Then, to store
returned result from

ti ,

we need to declare a local variable of the main function and allocate

memory for this variable. And this variable will be resident in memory until the main function
finishes. Therefore, the amount of occupied memory of the variable depends on the type of
data returned by

ti

and the order of tasks. Moreover, by the difference of the amount of

occupied among the Topological orders is only caused the local variables of the function main
that contains the returned result. Because the other memory area used when executing a sub
function is withdrawn when the sub function finished. So, we suppose that the amount of
stack memory occupied by

ti

is equal to (N

− i)

size(ri ). From analysis of occupied memory

caused by each task, we build the occupied memory evaluation function in an execution under
the Topological order as in Eq. (2):

f=

N
X

(N − i) × size(ri ),

i=1
where:

• f

is the evaluation function of the amount of memory occupied,

(2)
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• N

is the number of tasks of the program and it is also the number of tasks in the

Topological order,

• ri

3.4.

is the returned data type of

ti .

Selecting the optimal Topological order

When the program is executed under any Topological order of tasks, the total size of
memory used by the program is the same but the resident time in memory is different. Eq.
(2) is used to evaluate the amount of memory occupied during the program execution on a
Topological order. The chosen Topological order is the chain having the minimal

f . To find the

best Topological order, we implement a simple algorithm: get the input as a set of Topological
orders in Section 2.3; browser and calculate
order on which the

f

f

for each chain, and select the best Topological

is minimal.

The algorithm used to find a Topological order from directed graph has a polynomial
complexity

O(|T | + |E|)

T

[15], with

is the set of tasks,

(1). However, to find all Topological orders in the set

E

T,

is the set of edges in the definition

the complexity is

O(|T |!).

Here, we

propose an algorithm based on the main idea such as an order chain satisfies the set of edge

E

is a Topological order. The algorithm is as follows:
For each

ci

order chain in factorial of

Set the variable
For each egde
If

tj

isT opo

ej,k

is follow

Set variable

in

chains {

to true

in the set

tk

N

ci

E

{

then {

isT opo

to false

break
}
}
If

isT opo
Add

is equal true {

ci

to the set of Topological orders
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}
}

4.

DEVELOPING THE DSL AND T4 FRAMEWORK FOR
OPTIMIZATION

To implement the methodology of memory optimization based on Topological sort mentioned in the section 2, we build a framework that enables to specify and construct a model
of the dependence graph of tasks based on DSL. We build the T4 text template to transfer
to the mathematical expression of the dependence graph from the model of the dependence
graph. Then, we implement the program to generate all Topological orders of tasks and select
the optimal Topological order that has the smallest occupied memory during the execution
time of the program.

4.1.

Defining the DSL and building the meta-model file

To specify a model of the dependence graph visually, we first define a Domain Specific
Language for optimizing the memory based on Topological sort named by OMTS. Then, based
on the Visual Studio.NET 2010 SDK, we build the meta-model of OMTS. With the metamodel built, designers can create a model of a dependence graph in the graphical interface.
The process of DSL definition and meta-model construction includes the following steps:

•

Define the logical components: Process class, Task class, Comments class, Rules, Constrain, etc.

•

Define the shape symbols corresponding to each logical component above. The symbols
are to design models in the graphical interface after the DSL.

•

Create the XML file of the meta-model that is to store the logical class definitions,
the shape class definitions and the mapping between the logical classes and the shape
classes.

4.2.

Transforming the model into a mathematical expression of the dependence
graph

To optimize memory automatically after designing the model of a dependence graph, we
define the T4 Text template to transform automatically into a mathematical expression from
the model of the dependence graph of the tasks based T4 technology. T4 is a powerful code
generation technology, which allows automatic code generation based on the XML file of
the meta-model and the XML file of the actual model. The idea of the T4 code generation
technology is the reading the XML file of the actual model and the XML file of meta-model
that defines the logical components, the shape components and the mapping of them to analyze
and generate the accordance code in with the text template.
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4.3.

Implementing the program to optimize memory usage based on Topological
sort

In this section, we implement a program to find the optimal amount of memory occupied
during the execution time. This program get the input that is the dependence graph of the
tasks extracted from the model as described in the section 4.2. Then, we implement the
Johnson Trotter algorithm [10,15] to retrieve all permutations from the set of tasks (nodes of
the graph). Next, we implement the algorithm finding all Topological orders of tasks in the
set of all permutations. We also build the evaluation function of the memory occupied of each
task that depends on the order of the task in the chain and build the evaluation function of
the amount of memory occupied for each Topological order of tasks. Browse and calculate the
value of the evaluation function from the Topological orders to select Topological order having
the smallest memory occupied. The result of optimization and the chart of amount of memory
occupied from all Topological orders are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The best Topological order and the graph of memory usage of all task chain

5.

EXPERIMENT

In this experiment, we carry out in two phases. First, we use the framework of DSL,
T4 and Topological sort to model the dependence graph of task set in an application. Our
framework transforms the model into the mathematical expression of the dependence graph.
Then, we execute the optimal program to find the Topological order that has the minimal
occupied memory size during the execution time of the application. Second, we implement
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Figure 4. Task flow of the Næm character recognition module

this application under the best Topological order of tasks. Each task is implemented as a
function. The functions are called in the main function. We change order of functions under
the different Topological orders but unchange content of functions to reach to the different
programs. Second, we run these programs to do statistic of occupied memory amount of each
program. In order to do the experiment, we use the Næm character recognition module that
is the part of the Næm character process system developed by our research group [7,8].
In the first phase, we create a model of the dependence graph of tasks in the Næm character
recognition module. This model is shown in Figure 4. We transform this model into the mathematical expression of the dependence graphs and do optimization. The results of optimization
at the model level are shown in Figure 3. When executing the optimization program, the dependency graph of the nine of tasks in the Figure 4, there are factorial of 9 permutations, 294
Topological orders obtained and 6 Topological orders that have the smallest occupied memory
amount. The right part of Figure 3 illustrates the chart of the amount of occupied memory of
the Topological order.
In the second phase, we implement Næm character recognition module as in Figure 5.
Then, we permute the order of performing the functions under one of the best Topological
order shown in Figure 3 and under 10 Topological orders that are not the best Topological
order and are selected randomly from the 294 Topological orders to run the tests on the same
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configuration. Here, we do tests on the simulation device of Pocket PC on the configuration
in Table I. To do statistic of the amount of occupied memory shown in Table 2, we use Best
TaskMan program [9] to show all of the Næm character recognition processes on Windows
Mobile as in Figure 6. Then, we draw the chart of actual occupied memory amount shown
in Figure 7. The experimental result shown in Figure 7 matches the evaluation of occupied
memory at model level shown in Figure 3.

Table 2. Amount of actual Occupied Memory of the program corresponding to each
Topological order
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed the new method to optimize the occupied memory of the embedded
software in the design phase based on DSL, T4 and Topological sort. Due to the limitation
of embedded systems about resources and CPU, this optimization method has an important
role and able to apply widely. We can extend this research for applying to other fields such
as optimizing the scheduler of processes, optimizing the compiler, etc. The paper has the
following main contributions. First, we built the occupied memory evaluation function of the
task chain under the Topological order and proposed the new approach to optimize occupied
of embedded system based on Topological sort. Second, we developed the code generation
method from the model based on DSL and T4 automatically. Third, we built the framework
of DSL, T4 and Topological sort to design, generate code and optimize at model level based
on Topological sort.
However, there are still some challenges in the paper such as file permutation space of
tasks and not supporting the cycle graphs of Topological sort. Topological sort, model transformation, DSL and T4 are the prospective investigations and able to apply widely. Based
on the result of this paper, we continue to make improvements and further research such as
Pareto multi-objective optimization of embedded software based Topological sort, compiler
optimization, the process scheduler optimization based on Topological sort and optimization
based on model transformation based on DSL and T4.
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